
 

LIGHTWAVE IC100 WEB CAMERA Driver

lw-ic500 is a small (5.3 x 4.1 x 1.8 mm) camera with a maximum resolution of 768 x 576, capable of capturing hd video and still images. it is a
single-board camera that is designed to connect directly to computer systems, allowing them to capture images and video in real-time. the

camera requires a pci-express, usb, or equivalent interface. it can be powered either by an external power supply or using a computer system's
usb port. it has a built-in usb 2.0 interface for data transfer and is supported by all the operating systems including windows xp, windows vista,
windows 7, and windows 8. finally, youll be ready for the first project, using multiple cameras to view a stage play. you can render passes from

the different angles of a scene, rather than having to render the whole scene. in this example, we will be using the stage viewer plug-in. youll also
see how easy it is to save your work and quickly open it up again in a later project. follow along with exercise 5.1 to learn how to set up multiple
cameras to view a stage play. the point of this is to see how easy it is to use multiple cameras in your project. for the sake of simplicity, we will

only use two cameras for this example. the scene is quite simple. it contains only the characters from the story line, as well as a few props. if we
were to create this scene for animation, we would need to work with a lot more detail. we would need to create many more characters, more

props, and probably more camera angles. for now, all you need to know is that the two actors are on stage and the camera is in the center of the
frame. the scene is quite simple, as you can see in the viewport here. we have a simple background as well as the camera and actors.
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company: lightwave model: lw-
ic500 operating system: windows
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ic500 driver. windows driver for
the lightwave lw-ic500 webcam

version: 5.18.1209.102 file name:
lw-ic500.rar file size: 7.32 mb.

unrar to a temp folder and launch
the exe file. i believe this camera
has a sonix chipset, but the exact
number is unknown. file contents:

no file content information
available at this time. click here to

go back to lightwave list.
copyright and terms of use,
2000-document.write(new

date().getfullyear()) camera-
drivers.com. all rights reserved. do

not copy or redistribute in any
form before you can use your
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camera in lightwave, youll need to
install its driver software. on my

system, the driver software came
with my camera, so i just double-

clicked it. after the driver was
installed, i saw a window that told

me the location of the camera
driver files. in my case, the driver

files were in a folder called
\program files\media\lightwave\bin

ary\drivers. 5ec8ef588b
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